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I. INTRODUCTION

In this report I give the prescription by which an algebraic solution can be found for
multichannel scattering of neutrons from nuclei. The theory, developed by the Padova
group [1], is built upon the work of Rawitscher and Delic [2]. The approach is predicated
upon finite rank representations of realistic interaction potentials and the properties of
scattering matrices for separable Schrodinger interactions.

The Padova approach starts with a solvable auxiliary Sturmian function (Weinberg
state) [2] problem from which a first generation set of Sturmians are defined. That basis
set is formed by choosing a solvable problem at a fixed negative energy, and thereby those
Sturmians can be specified in closed analytic form. Second generation Sturmians built upon
the interaction potential matrices for a multichannel scattering problem of interest then can
be found as linear combinations of the first generation set. The expansion coefficients result
from a matrix diagonalization process.

The scheme enables an expansion (usually truncated to finite rank for convenience) of
the interaction potential in terms of those second generation Sturmians and in the form of
a sum of separable interactions. The analytic properties of the scattering matrix from a
separable Schrodinger potential gives the means by which a full algebraic solution of the
multichannel scattering problem can be realized.

In the following sections I first develop the cross-section formulae as given by Preston [3]
identifying the channel spins and the S matrix elements that are required to specify the
measurable quantities. Then in Sec. Ill the form of the T- and S-matrices for a single sepa-
rable scattering potential are developed as that underpins the generalized multichannel case
involving separable expansions of actual potential matrices, which is outlined in Sec. IV.
Solutions at negative energy developed in Sec. V give the bound states of the compound
system. In Sec. VI, details are given about separable representations of potential matrices
in terms of Sturmian functions, following which (sec. VII) the optical potential reduction
of the coupled channels problem is made finding corrections to the potential elements for
(elastic) scattering due to effects of the coupled channels. The correction term, the dynamic
polarization potential (DPP), is specified. The first generation Sturmians for a square well
auxiliary potential are defined thereafter in Sec. VIII as they were used in the base calcula-
tions made to date. The potential matrices specified using the Tamura collective model of
scattering [7] are developed in Sec. IX with deformation being taken to second order. Base
calculations have been made with this prescription and a preliminary result is discussed in
Sec. X.
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Then, as it is hoped to use this algebraic approach with microscopic (shell) model spec-
ifications of the target nuclei, the potential matrices defined with nucleon based structure
for nuclei is presented in Sec. XI. As an example, the structure of 13C in terms of 12C
plus a neutron (with information given by shell model calculations of both 12C and 13C) is
discussed subsequently in Sec. XII.

II. SCATTERING OF NEUTRONS FROM NUCLEI WITH SPIN STATES Ia

Consider the spin of the neutron as s( | ) to be coupled to any of the target states with
spin I a where a identifies the specific state in the spectrum. Those form the channel spin

= Ir (1)

for which the quantum numbers are (g,j). These two nuclei scatter with relative angular
momentum 1 having quantum numbers (I,mi). As developed in Preston [3], the scattering
matrix has entries

(2)

and relates to differential cross sections by
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for non-elastic reactions. Elastic scattering is encompassed by replacing the S matrices in
Eq. (3) with T matrices defined by

sVZ'mj; 037/0] [a'g'^l'm\\ ag-ylo] (4)

In terms of the total angular momentum values which are conserved in the scattering, the
S matrices compact to the form

{; "37/0] = E <9 7 * 0| J M) (9' 7 ' V m\ I J M) S^,. agl] .
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For unpolarized neutron scattering, the cross sections then follow by integration and sum-
mation over spin projections giving
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which holds as is for a' ^ a (or g ^ g ) . As the channel spin is not observed, then the total
neutron scattering cross section takes the form
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As before, the elastic scattering case is met by replacing the S matrix in Eq. (7) with T
given in Eq. (4).

For nucleon scattering however, it is customary to couple angular momenta differently
and deal in fact with coupled states |Ia(s l)j; J M ). These relate to the channel spin
coupling ones by the unitary transformation

|(Ias)g,l;.7M) = £ [(Ia,(sl)j;J}|(IQs)g,l;J)] |Ia, (sl)j; JM)
3

= E [(2* + l)(2j + 1)]* H'-+'+ J + ' | *? j 9 . J |Ia, (sl)j; JM) . (8)

With s = | , the S matrices then transform to the new basis as

= E [(V -
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and the cross sections then take the form
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III. SCATTERING FROM A POTENTIAL OF SEPARABLE FORM

In momentum space with a potential

ik) = ^ h l m ' r ) Vi{r) Fl{kr) dr'
where Fi(x) are the Riccati-Bessel functions that are regular at the origin, the scattering
amplitude is the solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation

, k; z) = V,(*', k ) - ~ j Vt(k', q) ^ t^q, k; z) q2 dq , (12)

from taking the Green's function,

Go = [Ho - z)~l . (13)

In operator form the Lippmann-Schwinger equation is written as

ti(z) = Vl-VlGo(z)tl(z), (14)

which can be cast in a symmetrical form



Vl(z)tl(z), (15)

by using the similarity transformations,

tt(z) = -JGQ(z) ti{z) JG0(z)

Vt(z) = -^JGO(Z) Vt(z)

An eigenvalue problem is defined by

(16)

Vi{z) gnjl(z) = £ntl(z) gntl(z) , (17)

where n is a quantum number for which, with increasing value of n, the absolute size of the
eigenvalues Cn,i(z) decrease. It is useful to define new functions gn,i(z) by

(18)9nAZ) = yGo{z) 9nAZ) >

as then the eigenvalue equation takes the form

Vi{z) G0{z) gnJl{z) = -Cn,i(z) 9nAz) ,

which in momentum space is
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Thus with the expansion,

that eigenvalue equation becomes
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With the normalization of the functions gnA
k'i z) being

f

J 9™^q' dq = -&mn ,

this identifies the unknown expansion coefficients cn>/(z) = —C,n,i{
z)-> s 0

^(k;z) (m,i(z) 9mA*\z) .

and by taking

ti(k,k';z) = -Y,a-mAz) 9m,i(k>z) 9mAk''>z) .
m

the Lippmann-Schwinger equation reduces to the algebraic identity

- H ianAZ) ~ CnAZ) ~ anAz) CnAZ)} 9nAk'' Z) 9nAk'l z) =
n

whence
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Thus with a scattering potential expanded as a sum of separable potentials, the t matrix is
also a sum of separable terms.



IV. THE MULTICHANNEL T MATRIX FROM SEPARABLE INTERACTIONS

Consider a system of C channels with the index c (= 1, C) denoting the quantum numbers
that identify each channel uniquely, and for simplicity with c = 1 being the elastic channel;
correct at least for even mass targets with 0+ ground states. The integral equation approach
in momentum space with potential matrices Vcc> (p, q) requires solution of coupled Lippmann-
Schwinger equations. That gives a multichannel T matrix of the form

[open co ^
£ / VCC" (p, x)-2 —— Ted{x, g; E) x2 dx
c"=l c" — x + 2£

closed roo I ]

- E / Kc" (p, x) 2 TcV (x, g; £) a:2 & . (28)

Therein the open and closed channels contributions have been separated with the respective
channel wave numbers being

kc = y/fji(E-ec) hc = y/fjL(ec - E) , (29)

for E > ec and E < ec respectively with ec being the threshold energy of channel c.
Solution of Eq. (28) is sought using an expansion of the potential matrix elements in

(finite) sums of separable terms; i.e.,

Vccrip, q) ~ V}p(p, q) = J2 Xcn(p) C 1 Xc'n{q) • (30)
n=l

A method to identify these form factors is given next in terms of Weinberg state (Sturmian)
functions [2], <3>cn(r), in configuration space. The orthonormality relation and completeness
properties of the Sturmians for a defined local form of the potential matrix Vcci (r) defines
the radial functions

c

c'=l

whose Fourier-Bessel transforms are the form factors,
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with I being the orbital angular momentum in the given channel.
The link between the multichannel T matrix and the scattering matrix is [4]

^CCf —' ®CCf r^\f ^C*^Cf •*• CCf

N
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where now c, d refer to open channels only. In this representation, Qo and £ have matrix
elements
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V. SPECIFYING BOUND STATES

This approach can be used also to find bound states of the compound system as they
are defined by the zeros of the matrix determinant when the energy is E < 0, i.e. in space
m, the zeros of {|?/j7r) — G[, |} . In that case, all channels in Eq. (34) are closed. Note
that it may be thought more pertinent to find the zeros of the matrix [.Sn]"1 as by doing
so one can avoid 'ghost' solutions. But evaluation of [-Sn]"1 can be problematic, not the
least because the functions x a* negative energies involve positive exponentials in pr. When
E < 0, A; -> ih, Eq. (32) takes the form

(35)

+ i (a0 . (36)

The odd (I) functions are real but the the even (/) ones are pure imaginary. For this case,
(E < 0 and h = hi = ^—/iE), it is convenient to rewrite Eqs. (33) for purely the elastic
scattering (c = d — 1) and Eq. (35) for the form factors in terms of new purely real functions,
with the results

and Fi(ix) are given in terms of modified Bessel functions as

M

where

and

for / even

(37)

(38)

(39)

However, use of these adaptations to solve for the zeros of [Snj^1 still poses problems of
convergence. As r —> oo, the potentials contribute a feature in the integrals like exp (—r/a),
the Sturmians likewise with a factor of exp (—y//j,Br), but the Ti functions diverge like
exp (J/i(—E) r). Therefore if the integrations are to converge, the condition,

(40)

must be satisfied.



VI. THE STURMIAN EXPANSION OF A MULTICHANNEL INTERACTION

With a now designating the complete set of quantum numbers that define a scattering
channel, it is convenient to define first generation Sturmians as solutions of the uncoupled
equations involving a known (local hermitean) potential matrix U^\ i.e.,

- _J°) s(o.)\ (41)

where G^(Ea) is the free Green's function evaluated at a chosen negative energy Ea. Then,
as both operators, G^ and U^\ are hermitean, one also has

(42)

(43)

These eigenfunctions satisfy an orthonormality relation,

- I

as well as two completeness relations

(44)

The assumption then is made that the infinite sums in the expansions, Eq. (44), can be
truncated at a number N\ of terms, sufficiently large that all important elements of the
actual multichannel scattering potential matrices can be expressed equivalently by either of
two separable approximations,

V * ~ T C/{0) $ ( 0 ) \ \v{0)]"'
vap Z-J cc ^ai I ['/era J

Va/3 — v at

Vn Y yap { 0 )

I

1

(45)

The procedure is to introduce second generation Sturmians as eigenvectors of the coupled
channel homogeneous equations involving this first generation approximation

7=1

(46)

where now it is assumed that the channel numbers are finite in extent (F). With the right side
form of the first generation approximation for V$, the expansion of the second generation
basis in terms of the first is

Ni

(47)



where the coefficients are given by

(48)

These coefficients may be determined as solutions of a matrix equation that is formed by
projecting the second generation Sturmians given in Eq. (47) onto
over the channel index a to find

,aj Qaj,p =

Vpa and summing

(49)
a=lj=l

where the w-matrix elements are

In compact form with the above as elements of (F x iVi)2 dimensioned matrices,

Q~1UJQ = r/1) ,

with

pq
PQ •

(50)

(51)

(52)

Thus not only the (F x Ni) eigenvalues 77W, but also and for each p, the corresponding
(F x TVi) coefficients Qaj,P can be determined by standard matrix algebra.

If the channel coupling problem is assumed to be fully described by the selected set of
F channels invoked, the potential matrix Vap is hermitean and the diagonalizing matrix Q
can be chosen orthogonal with the FxJVi eigenvalues r)^ being purely real quantities. In
such a case, it can be shown [1] that

1
(53)

Furthermore there exists an orthogonality condition that is analogous to Eq. (43). It is

r
• E

r

= E (54)

Likewise [1], a completeness relation can be established namely

p=l 7=1
*2?) 1 (55)

This completeness relation can be used to find a new expansion for the interactions Vap

r x TVI r r
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As with the first generation development, a second completeness relation equivalent to the
one given in Eq. (56) can be determined. Therefrom a second expansion for the interactions
results. More importantly as one now has the identity [1]

E*
P = i

rxA^i

P = I

Xap)

r
Ê "
7 = 1

IXap> "
J

_ y^ i
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7=1 7=1

the interaction matrix can be written in a term by term symmetric form

VnR =i V$ = T. T Vm Ml) \r0\ ~l T ($t)I V^

(58)

where the form factors are

(59)

In application it may be feasible to reduce the dimensionality of the problem by truncating
the above to have JV2 < (F x JVj). The retained terms still are combinations of all of the
FxiVi first generation Sturmians however so that all relevant features of the fuller calculation
can be included in a smaller basis calculation. The choice may reside with the listing of the
eigenvalues in an ordered (decreasing magnitude) set.

Note that the Padova group [1] investigated the possible extension to higher generation
expansions but found that so doing introduced no further improvement in the form developed
with the second generation method.

VII. THE OPTICAL POTENTIAL

Formally, a set of coupled channel equations can be replaced by one for the elastic channel
alone and so defining an optical potential for elastic scattering (a = /3 = 1) in configuration
space as [1,4]

c,c'=2

y;E). (60)

where AC/, the DPP, is complex and energy dependent and G]®/ is the full propagator refer-

ring to the Q(= C — 1) excluded channels. That propagator is a solution of the Lippmann-

Schwinger-type equation built upon the free single channel Green's function, GOc

cc" &c»c> • (61)
c"=2



This complex equation is vastly simplified when the interactions are approximated by sep-
arable expansions of finite rank and then [1]

N 1 1
AU(r,r':E)= ]T Xin(r)—G(

n
QJ{E)—Xn'i(r'), (62)

n,n'—\ ln In

where

g{
n

QJ(E) = £ ^Xcn{r)G^{ry]E)xc'n'{r') dr dr' . (63)

The quantities Q can be calculated quite easily as they satisfy a series of linear algebraic
equations [4], and consequently

(64)
°Pen /-oo v (T)O ,(r} closed .c
X~^ / A.cn.\Jj) A.crv \~°J 2 J V~^ /

Jo k2 - x2 + it ~ Jo h2
c + x2

where kc and hc are respectively the wave numbers relevant for each open and closed channel
c considered. In application [4], various perturbative-iterative schemes have been used to
evaluate the DPP and thence to determine the (elastic) scattering S matrix.

VIII. FIRST GENERATION STURMIANS

A convenient auxiliary potential to use to specify the first generation Sturmians is that
of a square well of radius s and depth Vo (Vo < 0). For each channel a and partial wave I
the first generation Sturmians then are obtained by solving

/ i J2 i(i , i\ v \

I L CL (U + II Vo „ \ , (o) / % „ ,„ \
I — — A h B Q , I r I = 0 (65)
\\xdrz ixr1 ^y /

subject to the boundary conditions that the functions are regular at the origin and vanish
exponentially as r —> oo. With the wave number h = yJ—jiB, those Sturmians are

0<r<s
r > q (66)

with wave numbers kai being solutions of the transcendental equations

yaocot(ya0) + hs = 0 ,

where ya\ = kais. Here, and for no Coulomb interaction presumed, Fi are the Ricatti-Bessel
functions that are regular at the origin and O\ are modified i Ricatti-Bessel functions of
the third kind. The eigenvalues and normalization constants are specified by

(0) - ^V° V
Vo [/o°° F2(kair) dr]
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IX. A COLLECTIVE MODEL OF THE POTENTIAL MATRICES

In a recent article [5], compound and quasi-compound resonances were shown to arise in a
multichannel, multirank model of scattering from the presence of bound and resonance states
in subsystems. The compound resonances reflect as very narrow features in the scattering
cross sections while the quasi-compound ones would be evident as small bumps. A purely
numerical two channel case was used as the example previously [5], but it was noted therein
that the model would be applicable to low energy scattering of nucleons from 12C and results
for such allowing coupling of the ground, the 2f (4.44 MeV), and the O2" (7.65 MeV) states
in 12C have been found recently [6]. The basic scattering model used was that of Tamura [7]
for collective excitations, but with particular improvements. Specifically, all terms to order
'/?2' in deformation were carried given that the collectivity of this nucleus is strong. Also,
the n-12C potential field was allowed to have central, spin-orbit and tensor components and,
as had been suggested [8], a spin-spin term was included in the central components. Further
deformation was taken in all terms of the potential. In refs. [7] and [8], only the central part
of the potential was taken to be deformed. This is an important point. It is an error to
disregard the effect of deformation on the non-central parts of the potential, particularly so
if large deformation values are to be used. In what follows that extended (collective) model
is developed assuming only that in each matrix element of the potential matrix only one
value of angular momentum transfer L is important.

A. A collective model prescription of the potential matrix

Consider a basis of channel states with each entry in that basis defined by the coupling,

\(Cs)Jir) = [\(C®s)j) ® \Ma))\j , (69)

where consideration is restricted to s — | , and the target states are denoted by \ipj(a)). With
each J71', hereafter understood, and by disregarding deformation temporarily, the (nucleon-
nucleus) potential may be written as a matrix in the channel space, viz.

Wc,c(r) = ({C's)J'I'\ W(r) \{Cs)JI)

+ Vu[£ • e}c'c + Vss[s - J ] c , c | + g{r)Wls[£ - s)dc , (70)

in which local form factors have been assumed and collectively designated the variable set of
quantum numbers by c (= {CsJI}). This potential matrix form results when one considers
the basic Tamura collective model [7] typically with Woods-Saxon form factors,

f(r)= [l + ei^f ; g{r) = 1 ^ 2 ; Wls = 2VlsXl • (71)

Deformation then is included by means of the rotational model [7] approach in which the
nuclear surface is defined by

/ 4TT

= Ro(l + e) ; e = £ J-— fo [rL(f)-YL(0] , (72)

L(=2) V LLl + l
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where £ designate internal target coordinates. Expanding f(r) to order e2 gives

df(r)
de

d2f{r)
de2 (73)

There is a similar equation for g(r).
Presuming that only one angular momentum transfer L is relevant with regard to the

form factors for each element in the potential matrix, by using the relationship [9], one finds

2L

[YL(r)-YL(Or = ^
^n t even

the channel functions are given by

\Yt(r).Yt(i)] , (74)

fcc(r) = fo(r)
2L + V dr

1

2'

2L

(75)

A similar equation identifies gc>c(r)
To determine the deformed channel potential, it is not simply a matter of substituting

Eq. (75) (and that for gCc'{r)) into Eq. (70). The channel potential expression involves
matrix elements of the products of two operators and so one must first symmetrize the
potential matrix form and use a suitable completeness relations of the type ]T}C \c >< c\ = 1
to separate the action of product operators. The correct form of the matrix Wc<c(r) is

Wdc{r) = Vofc,c(r) + \vu

1
+ 2 l

Using the Woods-Saxon forms with K\ = piR0/a and the definitions

e(r) = exp

(76)

A(r) = e(r) [1 + e(r)]"2 =
Ro dr

B(r) = e(r) [e(r) - 1] [1 + e(r)]"3 = ^ ° ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

the potential matrix elements take the form

(77)
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Wdc{r) = {[Vo + 1(1 + 1) Vu} [fo(r) + 1/(8TT) K2
LA(r)}

-—Wu [A{T) + 1/(8TT)

+VSS [fo(r) + 1/(8TT)

x {[4TT/(2L + 1)]* nL-B{r) [YL-YL}C>C + 4 ^ :
1=2

1,
"2

c"

c"
c"c + E P

£=2

Elements involving g(r) are defined with

ar a de> ar V a J

(78)

C(r) . (79)

The operator matrix elements follow from standard angular momentum algebra with

> + 1)(2J

(80)

and the matrix elements of the scalar product of two spherical harmonics of rank L reduce
as

(YL'YL) = (I'fr.

l)(2f
4?r

(81)
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Then, on using the identity

Eq. (81) reduces to

L O S . (83)

X. APPLICATION: POSITIVE PARITY SPECTRUM IN N-12C SCATTERING

The first case for study using the algebraic approach with the collective model potential
matrices was that of neutron scattering from 12C. Three states in 12C were taken as active.
They are the ground, the 2\ (4.44 MeV), and the 0^ (7.96 MeV) states. The basic potential
parameter values are

Vo = 46.848 MeV Vu = 0.611 MeV Vls = 6.7 MeV Vss = -1.0 MeV
r0 = 1.35 fm aQ = 0.65 fm & = -0.6

for scattering in the positive parity partial waves. The scattering in negative parity partial
waves were calculated using the above parameters with only Vo changed to be 40.0 MeV.

With the auxiliary square well potential parameters {V, R} = { — 1.0,7.0}, and using a
30 Sturmian expansion, S matrices were evaluated algebraically for all channel spin-parities
from J* = | ± to | . Calculations were made first in steps of 0.01 MeV from 0.01 MeV to
6.0 MeV, so covering the first inelastic threshold. The results for the elastic and absorption
scattering cross sections so obtained are displayed in of Fig. l(a). The absorption cross sec-
tion is of course the inelastic cross section for excitation of the 2+ state in this case and that
is also shown (in the bottom segment) of this figure. Note however, that there are resonance
features shown in this cross section that were not evident within the set of calculated results
based upon the energy step of 0.01 MeV. The very narrow | + resonance centered at 2.28156
MeV is one example. To detect (and so plot) required additional calculations at very much
smaller energy steps in the vicinity of that centroid.

The calculated elastic scattering cross section shown in the top section of this figure,
displays a very sharp resonance at 2.28156 MeV. This has a Jn assignment of | . There is
second | resonance at 3.453 MeV superimposed on the second of three broad | resonances.
The inelastic cross section from excitation of the 2+ (4.44 MeV) state shows the threshold
and also a resonance at 5.8 MeV in the n-12C frame. There are three | resonance structures
observed in the elastic cross section in the energy range 2.5 to 4.0 MeV. They are quite broad
and their interference gives rise to the two deep minima at 3 and 3.7 MeV. As is more evident
from the phase shifts described below, these resonances are centered at 2.81, 3.24, and 3.72
MeV. These resonances have widths between 0.3 and 1 MeV.

14
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Fig l(a). Calculated elastic and reaction
cross sections for n-12C scattering
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Fig. l(b). Calculated elastic cross section
and the | |i resonance.

The | |i resonance in the elastic scattering cross section is displayed in more detail
in Fig. l(b). Note however that the energy range is very small, between 2.815 and 2.825
MeV, and the vertical scale is linear. Thereby the centroid energy can be identified more
precisely to be at 2.28156 MeV and the resonance seen to have a full width at half maximum
~ 0.0001 MeV. The character of the second | + resonance centered at 3.453 MeV is shown
in of Fig 2(a). It has a full width at half maximum ~ 0.006 MeV.

Not only must one look carefully at the calculated results using very small energy steps,
but also one must look very carefully at the details of the cross section since there are also
very small effects that can be missed quite easily. An example occurs in the elastic cross
section near 3.8 MeV where a weak | resonance lurks on the tail of the third | resonance.
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1000L •
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Fig. 2(a). Calculated elastic cross section
5 + 1

Fig. 2(b). Calculated elastic cross section
and the h resonance.and the § ' |2 resonance. cmvi ui±c ^

That weak resonance is seen quite clearly in Fig. 2(b) but note the scales are both linear
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and span very small ranges.
While the resonance structures are visible in the cross sections their location and spin-

parity assignments are more readily found by inspecting the phase of the elastic scattering
S matrices for each allowed channel spin, Jn. Resonances and quasi-resonance structures
are very evident by the quite sharp change (in energy) of those phases with true resonances
evident from a phase shift changes of vr. For the case defined, the solid and dashed curves
displayed in Fig. 3. are the phase shifts as functions of energy for Jv channels of | and |

respectively. Clearly the two | resonances are indicated, again being evident in this plot
only by taking very small steps in energy in calculations of the phase shifts.. Likewise the
broad | structures reflect in strong variation of the J77 = | phase shifts and give clear
indication of the centroid energies of each essentially at the zero where the phase changes
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Fig. 3. S-matrix phases for n-12C scattering.

4

The positive parity spectrum resulting with this collective model of scattering is summa-
rized in Fig. 4. Therein I have included also the (positive parity) bound states found using
negative n-12C energies in the calculations. The observed states are compared with those
given by the collective model calculations each resonance being identified by 2 * J. Clearly
the \+ and | + states of 13C that lie just below the n=12C threshold are identified well by
the calculations. Each observed resonance to 4 MeV have partners in the calculated cross
section. There is also a | + state in 13C that is known to exist at 2.55 MeV in the n+12C
energy scale and such is also found with this collective model. It does not influence the
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elastic scattering cross section however from shell model prescriptions of 12>13C that state is
largely defined by a ds neutron coupled to the 2* (4.44 MeV) state of 12C.

E(M
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2

1

0

-1

- 2

:eV)

—

—

3

5

1

exp.

\ c 3

• 7

. - ^ - . • 3

5

theor.

Fig. 4. The spectrum from n-12C scattering

XL SHELL MODEL STRUCTURE AND THE POTENTIAL MATRICES

As given above, the channel interactions have been defined from the Tamura rotation
model of scattering [7] and therefore they are local in form,

c! c V / c1c V / V / * \ /

Standard forms for the (coupled) Schrodinger partial wave equations result with that model.
The process involves specification of a set of parameter values of the functional form of the
interactions, and especially of deformation parameters, /?£,. Those values may be estimated
from use of the model in analyses of other properties such as electron scattering form factors,
7-decay rates etc. But usually they are taken as adjustable quantities so that the scattering
analyses become ones of numerical inversion.

An alternative approach with the same scattering theory, is to specify the interaction
potentials directly from information given by a model of nuclear structure of the target and
one for the interactions between the projectile (ejected) nucleon and any bound nucleon in
that target. There is an assumption that two or more bound nucleon contributions reflect
only in a medium dependence on the interaction between that projectile and a single bound
nucleon. Such has proved very satisfactory in dealing with nucleon scattering from all nuclear
targets when energies of the projectile nucleon exceed 40 MeV [10-12]. That is so though for
light mass targets (A < 20 particularly) only if the input nuclear structure is good. Basically
that requires a large space shell model calculation [11-13].
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For 12C which is considered particularly in this report, and for 6Li which has an interesting
role for modern nuclear physics studies, such good shell model calculations can and have
been made. Indeed, with 6Li, no-core shell model wave functions have been obtained with
a complete 8hco space [14].

The channel potentials obtained with a shell model approach will of their nature be non-
local, due to the effects of antisymmetrization if for no other reason. With local two-body
forces and NO antisymmetrization (the direct term to be found later), the channel inter-
actions will indeed be local functions of the projectile radial coordinate when expectations
are taken with channel functions to be defined. Because the projectile and ejected nucleon
coordinates are one and the same, it is possible to sum (and integrate over) the bound state
functions to give terms in the partial wave Schrodinger equations for the each channel of
the form VW(?~) Xcj{r). The exchange terms however preclude that closure as the ejected
nucleon coordinates will in fact be those of the initial bound state. Inhomogeneous terms
in the partial wave Schrodinger equations result, with the form / VEXch{f',r)xcj{r') dr'.

In what follows, it is assumed that

1. only elastic and inelastic processes are important (no charge exchange reactions), so
that the projectile and ejected nucleon have the same isospin.

2. pairwise projectile nucleon-bound nucleon effective interactions of central type with
local form factors suffice. Note that the projection operator expansion will be used so
that (two-nucleon) spin-spin terms are automatically included in this algebra. The
two-nucleon spin-orbit and tensor forces can be included but to do so requires exten-
sive additional algebra [11]. Therefore, until analyses demonstrate the need for such
elements within the development of channel interactions, those complications are not
considered. Thus a pairwise two-nucleon interaction will be assumed whose multipole
expansion is

W k o - rx|) = £ ue
L

f
s
f
T(rori) YL(Q0) • Y^) PsPT A i , (86)

LST

where Aoi is the antisymmetrization operator.

3. the nuclear structure is known with perhaps very large basis shell model calculations
made to specify both the single nucleon bound state wave functions and one body
density matrix elements, (OBDME).

Channel wave functions exclusive of one radial variable for projectiles with isospin r, are
defined by

= E (JMJIN\J*Mj.)y%*{Q<i) \*IN{1---A)) . (87)
MjN 2

With identification of the coordinates r' and r left in abeyance temporarily as are the
exact integrations that can be performed under the matrix element symbolism, the channel
potentials are defined by
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t) AOi

E
LST-MJNM'JN'

JI; r = {J'l1- r \A geff(01)

r Mj

4

IN\rMj,)(j'M'jJ'N'

>rN,(l ---A^A col^iron) YL(n0) • M^) PSPT

To proceed, it is convenient to make cofactor expansions of the A-nucleon states,

~~ ,(1)) [ajmia)\*IN(l---A))] , (89)/ y \Yjma\

jm(a)

where a is the isospin. The action of the destruction operator ensures that the term shown
in square brackets is independent of coordinate ' 1 ' , and so will pass through the interaction
term in Eq. (88) giving, with the summations over JvijNAi'jN'LSTjj'mm! and a,

Wfc(r'r) = E (JMJIN\J*MJ.) (j' M'j I'N r a),m,{a)a]m{a) •IN

1
X ( -T o\2

X

1
-a

-T -oc

-a (90)

The isospin factors are trivially

1
- r <

0

<
0

'la
\2

>\a
\2

I

I

PT

PT

1 \
— T
2 /
1 N
-a
2 /

)
0

)

-a) =
MT

1 1
TMT

TI, (91)

but recall that the interaction multipoles depend upon L, S, and T. Using the one body
density matrix element reduction [10] of the nuclear structure factors,

Jaj'm'(a)ajm(a)
7«)

Ap

x {jmf ~m'\A - p) {INAp\I'N') ,

where the OBDME are the singly reduced matrix elements

I (a)
[ a t , <g> Qj

Eq. (90) becomes (with the sum increased by the entries A, p, and ML),

(92)

(93)
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$l (r'r) = Mj«) (J' M'j I' N' Jw

x (j™>j' -m'\A - p) (INAp\I'N'

/ \ (n *-r\ \ -*-

X —
\ML {vDir(oi) + (-)TvExch(oi)} , (94)

where the direct and exchange two nucleon functionals are given by

VDir(01) =

and

(95)

(96)

respectively.

A. The direct matrix element

The direct matrix element involves Vn%r as given by Eq. (95). The bound state coor-
dinates remain the same pre- and post-interaction and therefore it is possible to close the
structure effects inside the channel matrix specification, i.e. complete the radial integra-
tion over coordinate Vi', whence these contributions to the channel potentials are simply
functions of the radial coordinate 'r0'.

Using

1
2a

expanding all spin-angle functions,

mi,

(97)

(98)

and as the isospin has already been handled, the direct two body terms are

r°°
= / Rvj'\f\) ^LST{TQf\) Rlj(i"l) TxdT\

Jo
/ I \ / 1

j'M'nX

projections

X j'm' -v

(99)
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The spin projection expectation parallels that of Eq. (91) and the Wigner-Eckart theorem
for the spherical harmonics terms gives

Vn
projections

X ( . 2 " 2

X

X

, ,1

SMs

JMj

jm

1 1
I'O) <£0L0|£'0)

J'M'j) (JCMCL -ML\JC'M'C

j'm') {lmiLML\l'm\) , (100)

identifying the radial integral by
/•OO

ZDir(r0) = / Ri'j'in) coLsAron) Rijfa) r\drx . (101)
Jo

Using this expansion in the direct component of Eq. (94) and with standard angular mo-
mentum algebra,

TM7

x
\

9
1 I
2 2

1 I
2 2

(102)

B. The exchange matrix element

The exchange matrix element VBXCH is given by Eq. (96). In this case, the emergent
nucleon originally was bound and so the channel matrices remain functions of two radial
coordinate's as the initial and final channel states are differently constructed. Thus the
channel potentials are nonlocal.

Using the same expansions as for the direct potential terms, the exchange two body
terms are

J'M'X S
projections

X

X

JMj) U'M'C-U'

jrn j'm' ps
-v

(103)
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Repeated use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem again gives,

VExch(r0) = J2

projections

I ' 1 >

X

X

SMf

1

4TT

1 1

JMj) (CM

SMS) (£0L0|/'0) (ZOLO|£'O)

1"•' A Al I J'M'j) (irrnL -ML\£M'C)

jm j'rri) (CMcLML\l'm'i) ,

where the radial functions are

uLST{rQrx) Rij(r0) .

(104)

(105)

Using this expansion in the exchange component of Eq. (94) and with standard angular
momentum algebra,

= S(r - r0) S(r' -

X27 — T - a TMT

x

i x

1)(2A-

'0) ( / 0 L 0 | £ ' 0 ) ( \ \ S ' \
I 2 2 5 J

2 l ^ 2 ^ ^

I /' ,•' U I r 7
2 t J ? \ 2 ^ J

StY A) [St Y A

' + 1)]

T £ C
L /' I

(106)

XII. THE STRUCTURE OF 13C IN TERMS OF 12C PLUS A NEUTRON

The case of immediate interest with the algebraic scattering program is low energy neu-
tron scattering from 12C and the energy variation of the elastic scattering cross section.
That cross section reveals sharp resonances which one associates with the presence of a
state in 13C. Likewise the algebraic methods allow prediction of bound states of the n-12C
system which should correspond to states in 13C below threshold. To explain the results, the
structure of ground and first excited (2*) 4.44 MeV states of 12C are of prime importance.

The key quantity that relates the structure of the spectrum of 13C to the spectrum of
12C plus the thirteenth neutron in a single particle orbit, j , is the pickup spectroscopic
amplitude,

, 2, •••, 13) ,12 (107)

The development applies equally to a proton with the compound system then being 13N.
The particle coordinates will be omitted hereafter with the identification:
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\¥jx)) = the A^state of 13C
/) = the state in 12C with spin / . (108)

Thus while unique spin states in 12C are considered, the 0+ (gs) and the 2+ (4.44 MeV)
states in particular, there will be more than 1 state of spin J formed by attaching any
specific orbit nucleon. Whether these numbers are predicted by a shell model calculation or
instead are extracted from scattering data analyses, there are two sum rules that indicate if
the coupling of any single particle state in the spectrum has been exhausted.

The first, the pickup sum rule, is the result of summing the spectroscopic probabilities
over all target (12C), i.e., states

= £ [(-)2i(IKjm\JM) (^[aJ
IKm

E [W
IKm

On closure over the target states this gives

•JM •JM/
2 ^ W= ( 2 J + 1 ) 2 ^ ,

(109)

(110)

where n̂  is the number of nucleons of the appropriate orbit in the particular 13C state

JM )- A further summation over all possible values of j gives

(111)
jl

where N is the number of nucleons of the selected type (neutrons in the case considered).
The second sum rule, the stripping sum rule, is formed by completing a sum over all

compound mass (13C) states and is defined by

2 = E [ n \

(112)= {21

Using the (anti)commutation property of the creation/annihilation operators this sum re-
duces to

where n,j is the number of nucleons in the orbital j in the target (12C) state !$/#•). In
practical calculations, one cannot deal with all of the mass 13 levels and so this sum rule
can be used to estimate how much transition strength lies with states other than those
investigated.
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For the 13C - [12C + n] systems, such spectroscopic amplitudes have been calculated using
a shell model in which the active shells were Op — Is - Od. Details have been published [15]
and new model results are needed. However, the basic details should not be too different to

HJwhat is discussed. In Tables 1 and 2 the spectroscopic amplitudes S3
xt expressing the states

of 13C in terms of 12C plus a neutron are given.

Table 1. Shell model values for pickup spectroscopic amplitudes giving 13C for neutrons on 12C
with energies to 4.0 MeV. Single particle states span Op — Od — Is space.

1 3 C

J(A)
1 -
2 1

1 +
2 1

3~
2

1

5 + 1
2 11

5 +
2 2

7 +
2 1

5 -
2 1

3 + 1
2 11

•

3 +
2 2

1 -
2 2

E e a ;

in1 3C

0.00

3.09

3.68

3.85

6.86

7.49

7.55

7.68

8.20

8.86

E rel. CM.
n + 12C

-4.95

-1.86

-1.26

-1.09

1.92

2.54

2.60

2.73

3.30

3.91

neutron 12C
£j I

Pl/2 0

P3/2 2

Sl/2 0
4/2 2
4/2 2
P3/2 0

Pl/2 2
P3/2 2

4/2 0
Sl/2 2

4/2 2
4/2 2
4/2 o
Sl/2 2

4/2 2
4/2 2
4/2 2
4/2 2
Pl/2 2
P3/2 2

Sl/2 0
Sl/2 2
4/2 2
4/2 2
Sl/2 0
Sl/2 2

4/2 2
4/2 2
Pl/2 0
P3/2 2

One channel Two channels
qjQj qjU

1.127 1.107
-1.498

1.349 1.349
-0.148
0.069

-0.840 -0.887
-1.819
1.122

2.271 2.271
0.334

-0.293
0.415

0.409 0.409
-2.173
0.234
0.502
0.778

-2.565
1.314
0.495

0.944 0.944
1.638
0.192
0.326

-1.000 -1.000
0.803
0.318

-0.644
0.082 -0.049

0.084

They are presented in the order of excitation in 13C with the excitation energy shown in
column 2. The equivalent energy in the center of mass (CM.) for n + 12C is shown in column
3. The first four entries therefore are closed to neutron scattering from 12C. These results
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given in Table 1 contain states that lie below the opening of the 2+ (4.44 MeV) excitation
in the n + 12C system. In Table 2, the states that lie above the 4.44 MeV threshold are
specified.

Table 2. Shell model values for pickup
with energies above 4.0 MeV.

spectroscopic amplitudes giving
Single particle states span Op —

13C for neutrons on 12C
Od — Is space.

1 3 C

J(X)
3 -
2

3 -
2

7~
2
5~
2

1 +
2

2

5 +
o

3 +
2

2

3

1

2

2

3

3

3

Ee:r

in 1 3C

9.50

9.90

10.75
10.82

11.08

11.08

13.56

13.76

E rel. CM.
n + 12C

4.55

4.95

5.81
5.87

6.05

6.13

8.61

8.81

neutron 12C
£ • I

P3/2 0
Pl/2 2
P3/2 2

P3/2 0
Pl/2 2
P3/2 2

P3/2 2

Pl/2 2
P3/2 2

Sl/2 0
4/2 2
4/2 2
Pl/2 0
P3/2 2

4/2 0
Sl/2 2
4/2 2
4/2 2
Sl/2 0
Sl/2 2
4/2 2

One channel Two channels
5(5' 5(AY
0.052 -0.075

-0.102
1.123
0.031
0.058

-0.2.05
-0.982
-0.024
0.058

-0.011 -0.011
-0.196
-1.078
-0.109
0.324

0.483 0.483
-0.250
-0.092
-2.326

-1.104 -1.104
0.400
1.464

In the incident energy regime to that threshold, four resonances are expected coinciding
with the spin-parities of the compound system being | • | . • | . . and \,2Y Indeed four
resonances are observed in neutron elastic scattering up to 4.0 MeV. The third however
is very broad, 0 (1 MeV), and R-matrix studies [15] indicate that it is a single particle
potential resonance. This results from a special feature of R-matrix theory which with the
chosen background (Woods-Saxon) potential in the theory, weight the compound nuclear
formation widths with an energy dependent scaling. It so happens that the contributions
from the underlying |,2> compound state then vanishes. Those same R-matrix calculations
however suggest that the others are compound resonances and in good agreement with the
shell model structure proposed.

The stripping sum rule values are shown in Table III. They are compared against a theo-
retical limit set assuming that there are no Is — Od neutrons in the ground state description
of 12C. That is quite reasonable as the large space, (0 + 2)htv, shell model study [10] has
11.6 neutrons within the 0s — Op shells for both the 0+(gs) and 2+(4.44) states. With the
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simplest of shell models (packed orbits), the pickup sum rule values theoretically are 2, 4,
and 6 for the lsi/2; 0^3/2, and 0^5/2 shells respectively.

Table 3. The sum rules for the two channel case - neutron space Op — Is — Od.

Neutron
state
Sl/2

Pl/2

P3/2

dz/2

ds/2

1 2 C

state
0+

2+
0+
2+
0+

2+
0+
2+
0+
2+

Theoretical
sum rule

2
10

1.240
5.080
0.763
4.935

4
20
6
30

Shell model
sum rule

1.820
8.387
1.239
5.050
0.758
4.871
3.110
0.95
5.557

25.281

exhaustion
%
91
84
100
99
99
99
78
5

93
84

However the occupancies of the 0si/2,0p3/2, Opi/2 selected are those given by the p — s — d
shell model calculations which are 2, 3.288 and 0.712 respectively. For those single particle
states then, the theoretical sum rule limits are 0, 0.712 and 1.288. In the 2+ (4.44 MeV)
state in 12C, the occupancies are varied slightly with the Op shell numbers most altered. The
relevant theoretical sum rules then were found using occupancies of 2, 3.01, and 0.98. The
sum rule exhaustion then suggest that the view of the states in the listings above being a
nucleon plus the 12C nucleus in either the ground or the 2+ (4.44 MeV) state is quite well
satisfied so far as that nucleon being in all bar the ds orbit. It is not surprising therefore

that the excitation of the 13C | states may not be as well described as others with any
model involving the ground and 2+ states of 12C in the basis. Note also that the | and
|~ states anticipated to lie at 2.54 and 2.6 MeV excitation in the n=12C system, both are
solely based upon couplings with the 12C 2+ state, which may be the reason that they are
not readily observed in the low energy n + 12C scattering cross section.
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